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Structural Monitoring Systems is working to commercialise its aircraft testing technology. Photo: Unsplash

tructural Monitoring Systems has initiated a board restructure, cost cuts and a rebrand as part of a bid to
commercialise its aircraft testing technology.

The business updated the market on several changes planned for the business, among them being an
immediate board restructure and merger with one of its subsidiaries, Anodyne Electronics Manufacturing
Corporation.

It forms part of the company’s broader effort to commercalise its Comparative Vacuum Monitoring (CVM)
technology, a technology designed to detect structural weakness in aircraft.

 

Structural in board shake-up
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The board changes included the resignation of the company’s chief executive o�cer Toby Chandler, executive
chair William Rouse and non-executive director Stephen Forman.

Anodyne Electronics Manufacturing Group’s chief executive Brian Wall has been recruited to oversee the
integration of the two businesses.

The company said it would not look to recruit a new CEO in the near to mid-term given the integration of the
divisions. 

"The board believes they and the AEM executive team have the necessary expertise to guide the company’s
growth for the foreseeable future in a more cost and time effective manner," Structural said in a statement. 

"This policy will be constantly reviewed as commercialisation progresses."

Structural said the new board intended to implement "meaningful reductions" in expenditure at a board and
executive level as well as a change of name and branding to re�ect the changing nature of the business. 

Separately, Structural said ‘previous legal matters’ between the company and Tulip Bay had concluded and
would no longer be “impeding progress or draining capital.”

The company was forced to pay $481,190 in royalties to a private company regarding annual royalty payments a
company claimed it was owed under an agreement inked between the companies in 1999.
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